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"You've got to know what you want. If you read books, then you can't climb the Alps. Both together don't work." — Peter, the goat general

"The incapacity … to have their own or new thoughts is the consequence of fearing authority, which is probably due less to Kaiser Franz Joseph than to the detrimental influence of the Alps." — Otto Mühl

Orphaned at an early age and taken in by her young aunt, Heidi is soon in the way. The aunt has a new and better job where Heidi is not welcome, so the child is taken to live with her curmudgeon grandfather high on the Alm Mountain in the Swiss Alps. He is known in the village as the Alm-Uncle because he never comes down from the mountain, even in the coldest winter, and he has developed a reputation as an evil, godless old hermit. But Heidi soon finds out that things are not always as others say they are, makes friends with the grandfather, and happily runs wild in the glorious mountains with the goatherd, Peter, and his goats.

Out of the blue, the aunt appears again and takes Heidi to live in Frankfurt in a fashionable house where she is expected to be companion to the invalid Klara. This would be a great opportunity for Heidi, providing her with an education and polish. But, bitterly unhappy away from her grandfather and the outdoor life she has grown to love, Heidi is at last permitted to return to the Alm.

With Heidis return, all on the mountain are cured of their respective malaise, and so are the Frankfurters when they eventually visit. The invalid Klara learns to walk again and her widower father is relieved of his terrible worry over her illness. In return, they shower generous gifts on all their mountain hosts.

An elemental naturalism distinguished Joanna Spyri's 1881 original from its competition, particularly the fairy-tale and the "moral tale" widely read at the time. The "moral tale" had developed in part as a reaction against the popularity of earlier fairy-tale collections, which were condemned as simply fanciful and the product of superstition. The "moral tale" however became increasingly didactic until it resembled the more primitive cautionary tale, a gory genre filled with dead bodies and criminals parodied by Hilaire Bellloc in his Cautionary Tales for Children, 1907, about "Matilda, Told Lies, and Was Burned to Death? Heidi's unthreatening morality and status as an icon of traditional Swiss life—it's politically neutral, of course—helped it take on a life of its own.

Mainlined into the American vein with their Shirley Temple film version of 1937 and others thereafter, the story became simplified and even more iconic. Like an old shoe, it is now forgotten and rediscovered in the perennial, generational cycle that consumes all "Children's" stories once they've taken hold. It ceases to be anywhere; it's just around in a reduced form of associated images: a sunstruck Alpine landscape, a Swiss chalet, a yodel, the "moooo" of an alp horn, the bleating of a nanny goat... an image comes to mind of Heidi, up on the mountain with Schwanli and Bärli, waving, calling "Oh Grandfather! Peeter! Oh Sick Girrrr!" Cooked-down in the mass-culture melting pot, these key images group with others that evoke a feeling of the old country and its connotations of origin and source. In this grouping, Heidi is humble and secure in a way that is almost exotic.

It is a confused habit of American nostalgia to make things iconic that are merely charming, and then find uncountable values in them. It is a double-sided habit with icons of European origin, reflecting deep ambivalence. They may become ubiquitous, but remain pathetically simplified; specific, but indeterminate. The condition comes from an ache for but disdain of origins, a national Oedipal complex regarding European traditions and motifs, that is a perfect fit with our commercial culture-machine—architecture, television, movies, etc.—in that we can perpetually market these motifs to ourselves, collect them, discard them, churn 'em and burn 'em. They are consumed and shelved in a menagerie of origins: looking at us, haunting us; we looking at them, wondering what they were
and what we can use them for now. A tension builds up, an urge. It's time to play with them, rearrange them, take them into bed with us and roll around with them. It's time for a new beginning, yet another. We are addicted to beginnings.

This condition of removal and tension is the point of departure for Paul McCarthy and Mike Kelley's reanimation of Heidi, from body parts, as it were. The list of characters is reduced to the minimum: Heidi, the Grandfather, Peter and the Sick Girl. They are identified by masks and various body parts. The Sick Girl is the only complete figure and is modelled after Otto Dix's 1922 painting "Kleines Mädchen vor Gardine." The story has receded into the background, tacit and unrepeatable except in the basic structure of the roles. As seen in the videotape however the roles are not reduced, but confounded in a continual stream of reversals, repetitions and flip-flops, never landing themselves into coherent relationship: the good Heidi, the disobedient Peter, the doting Grandfather, the bad Heidi, the clean Heidi, the dirty Peter, the pathetic Grandfather, and so on, like pre-tending scenarios with family dolls in a Child Psychologist's office. The scenarios are short and constantly changing with no time for melodrama or psychodrama. The videotape is structured like a machine that burns scenarios for fuel, draining all roles of their determination except to invert themselves and keep moving.

The set, with its props and related materials, becomes the site for the associations that McCarthy and Kelley bring to the otherwise undetermined content of their HEIDI. The centerpiece is a combined structure representing Heidi and Grandfather's cabin on the Alm and the Sick Girl's house in Frankfurt, grafted together. The cabin is a traditional Swiss chalet replete with elaborate decorative flourishes; the house, modern and undecorated, is an Adolf Loos interior, where the Sick Girl lies draped in green chiffon, and an exterior modelled after his American Bar in Vienna. Behind the Loos facade a backdrop of "Frankfurt" can be seen, an enlarged 1930s-era illustration of a futuristic city à la Fritz Lang's Metropolis, and behind the chalet, an Alpine landscape. However, from inside the chalet the futuristic city is seen. A string of formal and thematic oppositions unwinds from these choices, picking up from the country/city, nature/culture cycle of the original

story and extending into a churning mass of references where the idea of setting-as-place yields to setting-as-site-of-argument. The argument becomes the "setting" of M&K's HEIDI in lieu of a location; the set, a discourse.

The Sick Girl is stigmatized by traditionalism with the label "degenerate" (Dix was included in the infamous "Degenerate Art" exhibition), but, she in turn stigmatizes Loos's modernism with her sickness, making it seem sanatorium-like, "sterile," the stock low-brow critique of modernist architecture. In the logic of Grandfather and Heidi, modernity, like hospitals, makes you sick. The accusation implied by Loos's modernism, from his famous essay "Ornament and Crime," is that the Grandfather's milieu, defined by his ornate chalet, is worse than primitive; it's criminal. Loos equates the decorating of utilitarian objects with tattooing and tattoos with criminals: "... tattooed men who are not in prison are either latent criminals or degenerate aristocrats. When a tattooed man dies at liberty, it simply means that he hasn't had time to commit his crime." He also connects decoration with infantile eroticism, scribbling. The equation resonates in a sculpture that is part of M&K's HEIDI, where Heidi and the Sick Girl lay in bed together with their feet resting on two hand-decorated breadboards. The one under the naked figure, being entirely covered with markings, eroticizes the figure all the more. Loos's characterization sticks and casts an erotic/transgressive shadow over everything, particularly Grandfather's role as purveyor of tradition.

The modernist conceits are inverted, however. The futuristic "Frankfurt" behind the American Bar is highly stylized and fanciful, non-essentialist, a illustrated split in the eye of the International Style. Conversely, the Alpine peaks outside the chalet are primal forms representing purity and power, a kind of folk essentialism that is the "old religion" of Heidi and the Grandfather. The "old religion" isn't hung up on aesthetic reduction and is too self-promotional to worry that its magnificence also inspires the quaint decorations of the chalet. It is elemental but not reductive, while Loos's modernism is reductive, but not elemental (or something like that). Neither remains untainted by the presence of the other; the aesthetic battle lines just get more and more confused. And it's well that they do, because it turns the problem into one of deciphering images, the profusion of
images that keeps spilling into the equation. The confusion keeps sending us back to the basic indeterminacy of icons at root of M&K's *HEIDI*. Whose are they; what are they; where are they from?

There are three bulletin boards on the wall covered with collections of small images that flesh out both the plurality of origins and range of associations with the motifs of *HEIDI*. One is all buildings and mountains: a Hofbräu in Los Angeles, traditional Swiss houses, an International Style skyscraper, the Matterhorn in the Alps, the Matterhorn in Disneyland, an Alpine village, the Alpine village theme park... Loos's modernism is present in L. A., but has slid into obscurity. Richard Neutra, Loos's student, built prodigiously, but the rigorous style now seems quaint and unthreateningly old country. The buildings are testimonials to the loss of the modernist childhood. And Americans know where the Matterhorn is. It can be seen from the freeway, its dumpy head peeking above the swelling flanks of Anaheim, California; it's the only 'geological' feature around. At its base is a little Swiss village where people in traditional garb scurry about. It is clean and safe like all of Disneyland, but don't misbehave. An 'Alp-Uncle' will take you behind the nearest snowdrift and *plup*! you're in the parking lot. It is the ultimate punishment: they force you to break prosenium.

This is the bright and oppressive side of Alpine America recapitulated in ski resorts, neat country inns and real estate. The image is about perfection and the imitation of perfection and it's pure kitsch. The claustrophobia of its tidiness is offset by a background of geological grandeur and sublimity, highly familiar in the American self-image, but never no coupled with signs of cultural order as in the Alpine image. The dingy side of Alpine America is the Hofbräu, loud and unruly, human; you can drink beer from a boot and sing. The folksy motifs are there, but no image of perfection; it is freed from the detrimental influence of the Alps. Less sanitized, less authoritarian than the bright side, it is decided not exotic, even transgressive. One can pay extra for the back room and drink from an SS helmet - shades of biker bars, swastikas and tattooed drunk - a new twist on Loosian criminality. But, tellingly, all this only makes the Hofbräu seem more domesticated, more American.

The second bulletin board presses the point harder. The images of perfection are of innocence, children: the traditional Swiss children, the Hummel figures, the various Heidis. The naked but realistic fairy, the Otto Dix girl and the swatch of skin with a rose tattoo grant innocence a body. But the presence of Leatherface, the son from *Texas Chain Saw Massacre*, breaks the connection so firmly made in the Alpine images that childhood innocence is at home in the landscape. Leatherface is a 'child,' a loved one, the youngest in the family, but he is inbred and insane. He is a country boy - a more virulent version of the traditional hillbilly theme - with odd wiles and talents; he too is linked to the land. The landscape can crush the innocence of childhood, as the histories of poor Americas can attest. It can produce monstrous childhoods that appear natural on the surface. A human body, it seems, can be made out of anything. This is the subtext of the third bulletin board with its images of uncanny bodies and body parts, all disturbingly believable in one way or another, but derived from such a mind-boggling multiplicity of processes that the idea of an essential element to all life is rendered platitudinous. So perhaps the children in the Alpine images are well-groomed, inbred hillbillies. Or fiends. Or secretly living in terror. We don't know, but are certain that it is not an elemental connection with the land that precludes this. Although, part of the fascination is, after all, that they may indeed have something there, and that is the spiritual hook of the Alpine image: a latent belief in a cure.

In M&K's *HEIDI*, the ambivalence about European origins is only part of a deeper ambivalence about innocence and childhood, American childhood. It is not something given and you can't get right; it must be perpetually revisited. This surfaces in the identity confusion and sexuality of the character roles. Heidi is represented by a Madonna mask (the pop star) with a Heidi wig, the connotation being premature and theatricalized sexuality, and childhood. His grandfather is potentially dangerous, put particularly so because he is a provider. Providers always do the most damage in families. While goatherd Peter is clearly damaged and appears inbred, the nanny goat, the most lifelike of all the constructions, is beautiful and unerotic and built for buggering.
these two (you can picture it) the wick of the hillbilly connection is lit and casts its developmentally dysfunctional light. Even Loos's modernism and the Grandfather's traditionalism are seen as having a childlike character that's eminently corruptible. Ironically, it is the Sick Girl who has a naturalistic child's body. It acts as the psychological anchor for an idea of "body" that changes from figure to figure. The Sick Girl's body maintains its innocence, as if her physical illness were a force that redeems or renews it. Even this "natural" body can only be justified in terms of inversions.

The best way to describe M&K's method of engaging their characters and props is as playing with dolls. A doll is something to act through without being embodied in, and without it becoming the subject. The subtitle of HEIDI, MIDLIFE CRISIS, TRAUMA CENTER AND NEGATIVE MEDIATIVE ENGRAM ABDUCTION RELEASE ZONE, proposes that the subject unfolds completely from M&K. The fact that it comprises objectified forms from another society just underscores the degree of removal of the exercise's meaning from its materials, its status as imaginal. On the second bulletin board, there is a photograph of Frankenstein's monster (Goris Karloff version, 1931) kneeling with the little village girl by the lake. Rather than typifying any of a number of political or social clichés about the German old country which is the usual reading of "Frankenstein" in America, it appears as a simple portrait: two irreconcilable images of childhood. The monster as a kind of child (he is new), or if you prefer, a forcibly regressed adult... and the girl. The two are antithetical, biologically and thematically, like HEIDI and Heidi. We see them just before he throws her in the lake, mistaking her gesture to throw a flower. But in this moment, before the mistake, their innocence is equal.

He doesn't mean to kill her. He just gets confused.

Timothy Martin
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